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Let the Kids be Alright
Darya Bershadskaya (277)
Co-Editor-In-Chief
Muscles aching to work,
minds aching to create: this is more than
man. This is a human, this is a student.
As Mahatma Gandhi mulled
a small lump of sea salt over in his hand
in April 1930, he defied the British Salt
Tax alongside 60,000 determined Indian
citizens. In the late spring of 1961, a
group of civil rights activists boarded
public interstate buses to ride into the
segregated southern United States,
challenging the non-enforcement of
desegregation laws within U.S. states
such as Virginia, Alabama, Mississippi,
and Louisiana. When John Lennon and
Yoko Ono greeted the morning sun
from their bed in an Amsterdam hotel in
1969, they defined a Bed-In for Peace,
an invitation to the world’s press to promote the world’s peace.
Civil disobedience has historically found impetus, reason, and outlet in the voices of young men burning
draft cards and flower-children stampeding the streets of Washington D.C.. Central’s co-educational history is defined
by the determination of the six girls
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change and educational institutions.
This past fall, Kaila Caffey (277) established a chapter of the Philadelphia
who first integrated its halls. The initiaStudent Union (PSU) within Central.
tives, convictions, and energy of activists
PSU is a historically youth-led organithroughout history calls forth our shared
zation working to empower students in
humanity. In this way, the pedagogy of
Philadelphia to demand a high quality
civil disobedience must be recognized as
of education. While the Student Union
that of civic engagement, motivated by
was initially lead by students from maga shared desire to better understand one
net schools, the organization has since
another as humans. Student protests, in
worked to involve a diverse group of
particular, address
people both from
Take education out of the clouds and into the classroom
broad social grievneighborhood
ances in ways that alschools and larger
low unrest to become
college-prep instilocalized calls for
tutions. Many of
change. In the past
the issues Caffey
month, juniors Sasha
addresses in her
Hochman (278) and
meetings do not
Kaltra Zabiku (278)
directly involve
devised a petition to
Central students or
improve the condistaff, as she works
tions of Central’s
to define Central’s
student bathrooms.
chapter as a comWhile restrooms do
munity striving to
not define the face of
help others in the
all public grievances,
city reclaim their
Sasha Hochman and
education. “While
Kaltra Zabiku’s petiCentral is a public
Maximillian Hall (279)
tion addressed the
school within the
lack of funding provided for basic ameni- and administration that comprises its exis- Philly School District, I feel that most
ties in public institutions. “We’ve all been tence. Unrest on any school grounds - be they Lancers can recognize the privilege we
told from a young age that we have the grade school or university - is a testament to have in learning from new textbooks or
power to bring change, but taking that ini- the deeply-rooted connection between social drinking clean water from filtered fountial step of working towards this change can
be terrifying and ominous. What inspired me
and Kaltra to fight for cleaner bathrooms was
the amount of support and positivity that we
received from our peers,” Sasha remarked.
“Successful student activism starts with gathering group support, leads to respectfully
speaking up, and results in an on-going and
sustainable solution.”
The power of any institution is
dependent upon the resources, productivity,

Krasner Goes in for the Kill

tains. I think PSU is a great example of
civic engagement functioning as civil
disobedience because a large part of what
the chapter does is speak in city-wide
meetings or during public protests about
the issues we know need to be addressed
and resolved.” There exists a disconnect
between schools such as Central - which
has such a strong alumni supporting its
ambitions - and neighborhood schools
that might still be working to establish
trust between students and the adults who
need to care for them. By establishing a
PSU chapter at Central, Kaila defines the
student voice as one that is instrumental
for social change, one that engages intelligently with larger public platforms.
A common misconception in
popular culture contends that the Founding Fathers acted once and for all to create the political makeup of American
government. However, there are more
fathers to come! More mothers to come!
The parenthood of America exists so
long as the nation does! To surmount a
system of oppression is to recognize that
the larger aim of social action is to impart
social change. Humans, rather than laws,
act upon society, changing it in a way that
promotes a more fulfilling humanity. The
fight to be more fully human is magnified
by the authentic struggle to transform an
insufficient social circumstance.

Your Subject Selection Success

Maura Aliprando (277)
Photography Editor
This past November, Larry Krasner, a progressive civil rights
lawyer, was elected to the District
Attorney’s office with a 20% voter
turnout, almost double the turnout
for the last District Attorney election.
Although it appeared he had support
from the public, Krasner faced op- District Attorney Larry Krasner making a speech after winning the election. PC: AP
position from within the office he
have let go a significant number of the course of her twenty year tenure
was about to lead. Many prosecutors Assistant District Attorneys upon as DA, as an example. In comparison,
and police officers were wary of his taking office, and he chose the pros- Krasner vows to never seek the death
slash and burn approach and his career ecutors to dismiss based on their penalty while in office. He advocates
fighting against them as a defence at- track record on seeking the death not for the highest conviction, but the
torney. The last couple of months have penalty, or tough sentences for drug just conviction, which he believes will
been filled with speculation about how crimes. While I agree that the pros- not be achievable with employees that
Krasner will approach his new job and ecutors’ motives should reflect the have worked under a mass incarceration
how zealously he will follow through reforms that Philadelphians voted system for so long. In response to the
on his extreme campaign promises.
for when they elected Krasner, he District Attorney’s reasoning, Miriam
On January 5th, just days has disrupted quite a few cases. Solowey (277) says, “...It is Krasner’s
after swearing in to his new position ADAs set to go to court on a Mon- duty to uphold his campaign promises in
as DA, Krasner fired 31 members of day only learned of their firings the office. The mass firings appear to be an
the District Attorney’s office. While previous Friday. Those prosecutors effort on his part to ensure that his felhe states the decision was made in ac- should have at least been able to low prosecutors share his stance and will
cordance with his campaign promises, finish their existing cases.”
prosecute accordingly. However, I do
which clearly resonated with voters,
In response to the criti- not think firing someone should be taken
concerns remain about the long term cism, Krasner’s supporters say he lightly. A job is a person’s livelihood and
effect of such a large cut on the court needs to hire people who endorse it seems rather harsh, even intolerant, to
system. As an immediate consequence, his agenda, which involves closely fire 31 prosecutors because their views
many court cases have been delayed examining cases as opposed to do not precisely align with his agenda.”
due to the loss of lead prosecutors, simply sending people off to jail.
It remains to be seen when
prompting criticism directed at Krasner Krasner argued that past District and how Krasner will fill newly-open
for not having a better contingency plan Attorney offices were out of hand, positions and what the long term effect
before the firings. Jana Pugsley (277) citing Lynne Abraham, who was of such a large cut will be. However, if
who participates in a career program at nicknamed the ‘Deadliest DA’ and this is how Krasner spends his first week
the District Attorney’s office comment- ‘Queen of Death’ due to how often in office, we can be assured he is seried on the conflict, “Krasner mentioned she sought the death penalty over ous about reforming the system and can
that former DAs such as Ed Rendell
expect more shocks to come.
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Enoch Tariku (279)
Lynn Larabi (279)
Staff Writers
The subject-selection season is
one of the most crucial moments of our high
school careers. Central offers many academic
opportunities, but as high school students, we
are only allowed four years to take advantage
of a diverse array of courses. With certain
credit requirements already in place, it can be
difficult for a student to navigate his or her
future and success.
AP Program
English: Language and Composition (Avaiabale to Rising Juniors)
In addition to all the responsibilities of an esteemed Department Head, Ms.
Johnson-Smith teaches regular English 3 and
AP English Language and Composition. The
language and composition module of the AP
English curriculum focuses specifically on
nonfiction literature, helping students become
readers who can translate their interpretations
of various texts into compound, well-rounded
writing. Ms. Johnson-Smith explained that
the course, just as any other AP class, “...creates competition amongst others, and allows
students to investigate [their future professions].” The English teachers do their best
to make the reading content creative, and to
encourage a vocal and engaged classroom.
“I challenge them to think out of the box
and to challenge me,” Ms. Johnson-Smith
remarked. Students will often participate in
Socratic Seminars—student-led discussions
which involve asking and answering many
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questions—and project-based learning
opportunities on a research and presentation level.
AP credit is accepted by
prestigious universities across the country, and for many schools, advanced
English is an absolute requirement. Due
to the recent rise of research universities,
studying English at an advanced level
can be quite helpful, since students acclimate to reading, writing, and breathing research throughout the AP course.
“I like to use the example of MIT,” Ms.
Johnson-Smith says, “because it is very
difficult to gain acceptance, and they
mandate one humanities recommendation.”
Music Theory (Available to rising sophomres and Juniors)
AP Music Theory is an excellent choice for future composers and
performers. Mr. Blazer, the head of the
Music Department, has been administering the AP curriculum for five years now,
and has not looked back since. According to Mr. Blazer, the course is excellent
for “...students who plan to study music
in college for success in any college
music theory program. It is comprised
of the musical materials and procedures
common throughout music history. It
emphasizes aspects of melody, harmony,
texture, rhythm, form, musical analysis,
elementary composition, and to some
extent, history and style.” Suggested prerequisites of the course are music reading skills and an understanding of basic
rhythm.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Don’t Log Out Just Yet
Miten Amin (278)
Layout Editor

Students throughout
Central High School are familiar
with an intuitive reach to education that helps them accelerate in
their studies: Google Classroom.
Its main purpose is to offer convenience in education and communication to millions of students
nationwide. From organizing
schedules and displaying homework notifications to serving as a
direct contact info-guide, Google
Classroom encompasses a digital
classroom that students can carry
with them anytime and anywhere.
While this massive education application has been rapidly expanding among many school districts
starting from its birth in 2014,
there are learning curves when
undertaking a new application that
many teachers and students have
not gotten under their bag.
The overarching convenience of Google Classroom strongly
resonates with many of its users.
Students can get notifications about
uncompleted tasks to ensure their
competence in class. Additionally,
teachers can now check if their students completed assignments on time.

Ao Wang (278) explains, “Google Classroom allows
teachers to give assignments easily, and it helps students
organize their work.” An additional benefit of Classroom
includes its drive towards eco-friendliness. When used

Ao Wang (278) accessing Google Classroom
for an extended period of time, Classroom heavily reduces the amount of paper expended in class. However,
Classroom is not the primary educational instrument of
many teachers and Steve Thomas (278) mentions, “they
often make mistakes while uploading assignments.”
This concern is part of the learning curve required for
many teachers to get used to adopting the new technol-

(Your Subject Selection Success continued from page 1)
Mr. Blazer believes that the
best part of the course “...is analyzing
form because of the opportunity to listen
to examples of incredible music throughout history!” Exposure to the tunes of different times allows students to develop
ears for outstanding creations and success
in any artistic area. An array of musical
literature is also included in the course
to help promote diversity, experimentation, and concrete analysis. “This is one of
the most difficult AP exams and much of
the success is related to how much prior
music theory experience the student has.
It basically condenses two to three years
worth of material into one.” That being
said, Mr. Blazer is highly supportive of
his students and their ambitions, and is “...
willing to work with anyone who is willing to put in the time and effort to learn
the material.” He uses the words “intense”
and “enthusiasm” to embody his relationship with his work, and offers incredible
insight to all students: “The work you do
outside of class and the level of intensity
of your work ethic will lead to success in
just about anything.”
Electives
English: Public Spealing and Oratory
(Available to rising sophomores and juniors)
A very popular and widelyknown elective is Ms. Haskin’s Public
Speaking class.“No prerequisites are
necessary,” Haskins says, “The course
highlights the three main components of
all public speaking which are audience,
purpose and self. After getting a handle
on those, we add storylines, props, technology, group work, memorization, etc.
We also do a unit on Powerpoint/Slides
(a topic grossly misunderstood) as well as
one unit on resumes and interviews.” This
course is essential for anyone who desires
a mastery of vocal interaction in an academic, economic, and everyday setting.
Ms. Haskins incorporates her
personal stories and experiences into the
class, working to be “..a member as well as

the teacher of the course. My favorite part
of the course is seeing students’ comfort
level and skill improve over time.” Practice and courage are all you need to succeed, and remember, “any time you find
yourself communicating face-to-face with
a distinct purpose you are ‘public speaking.’”
Sculptures 1 (Available to rising Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors)
The remarkable ability to release and translate intense emotions and
thoughts through tangible creations is
taught to students through the masterful
craftsmanship of Ms. Durkee. “Sculpture
is an applied art that instructs students to
think in terms of process. One has to research precedent imagery prior to imagining their own idea in order to not repeat
history (or to make a nod to it).” Ms. Durkee’s class enforces the fact that anyone
can be an artist, and as a result, “...earn discipline, creative problem solving, craftsmanship, patience, and a hard work ethic,...
skills [you] will carry into life regardless
of route or final destination.” The course
is comprised of four main teachings: subtractive, additive, casting, and assembling
techniques.“It incorporates history as well
as cultural contexts,” Ms. Durkee says,
“... [and] one need only have taken Art
1…” “Students always get to put their own
unique stamp on their work, and I encourage them to stretch themselves beyond
their own expectations,” Ms. Durkee says.
The most effective piece of advise Ms.
Durkee’s students will always remember
her and the class by: “Trust the process.”
Pharmacology (Available to rising Seniors)
Pharmacology is one of many
stepping stones a student may encounter on their journey to a medical research
profession. Ms. Truong has been instructing students in the practice since 2014,
and has enraptured the minds of future
engineers, pharmacists, and scientists ever
since. Pharmacology is an intensive STEM
course that opens the eyes of students to

ogy. Another issue posed by the
popularization of Classroom concerns students with limited or no
internet access at home. Although
there are offline capabilities students can use to circumvent
this issue, challenges remain
imminent in scaling Classroom
as the main tool for a student’s
education. Students at the end
of the day enjoy the leisure and
benefits provided from Classroom, but often understand that
Classroom will remain second
fiddle to conventional teaching
techniques.
Classroom provides a
whole new dimension to education by utilizing the platform of
technology. There can always be
room for improvement and the
resolution of disputes between
teachers and students not on the
same page. For instance having a
tutorial simulation for beginners
would inform and help teachers
navigate through the wide range
of settings. Altogether, success
ensues from being prepared and
readily equipped. Teachers that
share this motto can develop and
set their students up for success
by utilizing Classroom to the fullest extent.

research opportunities across the scientific
spectrum through three base components.
The first component is scientific literacy,
which allows students to explain and analyze their findings in a way that displays
advanced understanding; the second is exposure and engagement to “...activities that
involve problem solving and critical thinking...” The third component includes, “...
opportunities for students to turn theory into
practice...”
“The course material will focus on the basic principles of biochemistry,
biophysics and physiology…,” Ms. Truong
says. “Students will study many aspects
of pharmacology including the science of
medication actions, sources, chemical properties, classification, uses, therapeutic effect, side-effects, adverse effects, and routes
of administration. The course emphasizes
the history of pharmacy, pharmacy law and
ethics, pharmacy terminology, symbols,
dosage forms, and the 100 most frequently
prescribed drugs.”
IB Program
The International Baccalaureate (IB) Program is a two-year program for
eleventh and twelfth graders. Similarly to
the AP program, IB classes carry a 1.2 GPA
multiplier and are eligible for college cred-

Missing Assignment: Tiffany Zhu (279)
its upon the completion of IB exams. When
students successfully complete the program,
they can obtain an IB Diploma that is recognized by international schools. During an interview with Ms. Snyder, the IB program coordinator, she stated, ¨The IB program aims
to develop inquiring, knowledgeable, and
caring young people who create a better and
more peaceful world through intercultural
understanding and respect…who understand
that other people, with their differences, can
also be right.¨ The IB program strives for
students who challenge themselves by taking rigorous college-level classes in every
subject and who want to learn how to think
critically about what they are learning and
how to apply it to the real world. Ms. Snyder
also stated that ¨IB is for students who love
finding connections between their subjects
instead of studying subjects in isolation.”
IB students have the privilege
of customizing their junior and senior years.
Depending on whether a student is a strong
STEM or humanities student, they can elect
to take two years of more rigorous classes
in either category. Students must take two
years of IB English and IB History. Then,
they get the opportunity to choose one of the
three math options ranging from the highest
level (HL) calculus class to a rigorous oneyear math class teaching both pre-calc and

IB scholars engaging in meaningful and thought-provoking discourse
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calc (formally known as Mathematics
SL). Students also get the opportunity to
choose having IB Mathematics Studies,
which encompasses both statistics and
pre-calculus. Students will also take two
years of one of the five languages Central
offers: IB Spanish, IB French, IB Italian,
IB Mandarin and IB Latin. IB students
can also choose to take either one or two
years of IB sciences, including physics, environmental science, chemistry or
biology. Students are required to choose
between the electives of psychology, philosophy or art. However, all juniors and
seniors are required to take IB Theory of
Knowledge (TOK). Due to the intense
rosters IB students have, juniors do not
take health or physical education. IB is
the international equivalence of classes
taken in AP, so there are courses of interest for everyone.
From the student perspective,
we received positive feedback while interviewing various IB students. Tristan
Thomas (278) described his experience
in IB as, “...everything, school wise…
It’s the reason I’m trying so hard… it’s
because I know the road I’m on and the
expectations that are put on me….” He
continued saying, “The atmosphere in
class is friendly and supportive….” Sierra Lockhart (277) also agrees. “[IB] is
a tighter community of intellects working
together on worldly things…” Although
students love the program, the workload
does get heavy at times. Tristan continued, saying, “...you have to manage your
time, or it’ll seem like a lot when you
wait ‘till Sunday night.” Sierra presents
a different perspective, saying that, “I get
stressed easily… but I know it’s going to
be a great achievement…”
Whether it be AP, IB, Honors or regular
classes, Central has something for everyone. Although the pursuit of challenging
courses is recommended, remember to
use moderation when choosing them;
after all, each is a responsibility that will
require hard work and diligence.
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STEM: A Categorical Conundrum

Miriam Solowey (277)
Co-Editor-In-Chief

more recent 2015 PISA report, the
U.S. ranked 38th in math and 24th
in science out of 71 countries.) In an
effort to address these disappointing
statistics and make the future U.S.
workforce more competitive and innovative on a global scale, the U.S.
Department of Education began actively touting the merits and importance of STEM education. Unfortunately, as an unintended consequence,
the rise of STEM was coupled by the
fall of its categorical counterpart: the
humanities.
STEM is defined as much

is more encouragement these days for
young people to go into a STEM field
because it is regarded as more “important” than someone who majors in the
humanities. STEM majors are seen as
the ones who can change the world and
push us towards the future of technological advances; therefore more people
are gravitating towards STEM so they
can have a successful career,” describes
Helen Jiang (277). In fact, humanities
courses often find themselves subject to
ridicule and mockery. While the glorified engineer supposedly has a horde of
prospective employers beckoning from

PC: Sabrina Dormer (277)

Categories tend to make
life easier; they allow us to organize
and memorize large amounts of information. Imagine trying to learn the
properties of atoms in your chemistry
class without the help of a trusty periodic table. It would be a nightmare.
Thanks to good old Mendeleev’s
knack for categorization, knowing the
properties of one noble gas, means
knowing the properties of every noble
gas. Categories are also a first-rate cure
for cluelessness. If a friend were to
initiate an interminable tangent about
the splendors of the Western Tanager,
chances are, you wouldn’t know what
in the world they were talking about.
However, if somewhere, in the midst
of this drawn-out discourse, your
friend were to throw the word “bird”
into her monologue, you would immediately shed a layer of ignorance.
Even though you may never have seen
or heard of the mysterious Western
Tanager in your entire life, you could
quickly discern some of its fundamental characteristics—feathers, wings,
claws, and a beak—just by knowing
its avian classification. Categories
work wonders—except when they
don’t.
In education, the rigid
categorization of subject matter has
promoted a narrow, isolated perspective and consumption of knowledge.
This byproduct is exemplified by the
widely used acronym STEM. Standing for science, technology, engineering, and math, the concept of STEM
comes with a host of connotations.
STEM implies starch white lab coats
and vials of green, bubbling chemicals. The field entails bionic limbs of
super strength and hypersonic rockets
of incredible efficiency. It suggests
lines of code as far as the eye can
see, complete genomic analysis in the

blink of an eye, and sustainable, green
alternatives to ozone-eradicating fossil
fuels. As Enwei Zhang (277) explains,
“If I were to give a nickname or a title
to STEM students, I would say ‘World
Creators’ because they revolutionize
our society with their creativity. Our
electronic devices, networking systems,
and vehicles are all products of STEM
innovations.”
Under the Obama administration, the U.S. Department of Education began a focused campaign emphasizing the value of STEM education
and the need to increase the quantity

Robolancers apply STEM knowledge to engineering robots for competitions

and quality of its presence in American
classrooms. In 2011, the Department of
Education established the Committee
on Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics (CoSTEM) to oversee federal support for STEM education in preschool through twelfth grade
classrooms. (The CoSTEM web page is
now archived as historical material from
the Obama White House.) The impetus
of Mr. Obama’s CoSTEM campaign
was a 2010 International Student Assessment (PISA) report that ranked the
U.S. 17th in science and 22nd in math
out of 70 participating countries. (In a

Just Trust Us: Jessica Lvov (279)

by what it is as what it isn’t. For a label to exist, there must be that which
falls outside of its confines. After all,
a category encompassing everything
is an oxymoron. We often consider
the so-called humanities to be the
subject foil of STEM. While STEM
studies the natural world, the humanities study the human world through
the lens of art, philosophy, and languages. The inability of the humanities to ride the STEM bandwagon has
diminished its perceived importance
and even usefulness in the eyes of the
school-age public. “I think that there

her doorstep, the humanities major can’t
find a job to save his life and hangs his
glittering liberal arts degree upon the
walls of the coffee shop in which he
is “temporarily” employed. Although
these substantially exaggerated caricatures are not accurate representations
of reality, they do signify the modern
day fears and stereotypes that currently
drive many high school students away
from Shakespeare and Angelou and towards Newton and Mirzakhani. “People
gravitate towards STEM more than they
do the humanities because STEM provides more opportunities to earn more
money,” says Christina Wells (277).

Wave Goodbye to January SATs
Nancy Zhu (278)
Staff Writer

The Scholastic Schism: A Difference in Dogmas: Isabella Greene (279)

STEM, as an acronym and
a category, is dangerously misleading
because it suggests that possessing
and cultivating an isolated skill set
sufficiently prepares students for entry
into a so-called STEM career. But this
is simply not the case. An architectural
engineer designing a new hydroelectric dam must not only consider the
physics and mathematics involved in
maximizing its efficiency and durability, but also aesthetics required to
minimize the nuisance of such a large,
loud creation for nearby residents. A
geneticist may discover a mutation
present in a high percentage of individuals suffering from Alzheimer’s,
but if that geneticist is unable to articulate his findings into a scholarly article
then the influence and credibility of
his research will remain severely limited. A biomedical engineer may design a new stem-cell based treatment
for failing kidneys, but if they cannot
conscientiously navigate the ethics
and moral conundrums surrounding
the use of embryonic stem cells in
research and therapies, her life-saving
technology may never see the light of
day. There exists a limitless supply of
hypothetical and real-world anecdotes
that demonstrate the inevitable intersectionality of STEM and humanities
knowledge in so-called STEM fields.
An expertise in STEM will not compensate for an ignorance in the humanities.
While STEM will most
likely prevail as standard educational
category, we cannot continue to view
STEM and the humanities as mutually
exclusive. A proficiency in the humanities augments one’s ability to comprehend and communicate the knowledge
of STEM. In short, it need not matter
whether you are destined to become
a world renowned astrophysicist or a
world renowned journalist: you still
need to know where to place the stupid
comma.

The start of a new year is traditionally accompanied by planning ahead. For students, this includes resolutions to improve study habits and preparation for Spring’s
standardized test season. Anxious test takers awaiting the
January SAT this new year will find themselves plowed in
by the snow as College Board will not be offering a January testing date. Instead, students can look forward to the
migrated SAT test in August. However, for seniors applying regular decision to college, the January test date was
once an opportunity to improve standardized test scores or
squeeze in a final subject test.
Since the implication of the August SAT last year, College
Board has decided to remove the January test date. The shift
from a Winter test to a Summer test has long been debated.
After analyzing feedback from students and higher education professionals, the College Board established the first
Summer SAT date since the mid 70s on August 26, 2017.
However, with the resurrection of one test came the legacy
of another. The extinction of the January SAT opens a large
gap between December and March tests. For freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors preparing for the SATs, this gap
could potentially be a huge disadvantage. Helen Li (278)
explained that the shift, “causes conflicts because some students who expected testing available in January found out
there wasn’t one without being aware of the changes that
occured.” For some seniors applying to college, the loss of
a January test was detrimental to their college application.
As some colleges require specific SAT subject tests or the
SAT essay, seniors may find themselves against the fence.
On the other hand, the addition of an August test could
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change the game for underclassmen. Katherine Levin, a
spokeswoman from College Board explained to The Atlantic
how the August SAT, “provides students with earlier opportunities to take the SAT before submitting college application, and have more time to focus on coursework, school
activities.” In addition, it provides ample time for students
to prepare and take care of standardized test matters after the
school year. Frances Yu (278) explained, “These two months
are especially hectic with the Winter holidays and the ringing of the New Year. A SAT in January is not ideal because
many schools have midterms near the end of January. Many
juniors would most likely want to focus on the midterms, so
they could pass their classes before the quarter ends. I agree
that a shift from January SAT to August is ideal.” Upperclassmen may also find the August test date appealing as it
provides an extra opportunity to take the SAT for seniors apply early decision or early action to college. Lucy Zhu (277)
shared, “ For many of my peers, the August SAT allowed
them to dedicate their Summer to hone in on their test taking
skills. For example, my brother, a member of 274, found
himself in a tight spot because his dream school required
him to take a subject test. He was not satisfied with his score
at the time and had one shot to take the test.” Pich Peou
(278) expressed, “ I think the shift is smart. It gives kids a
change to study during the Summer.”
College Board’s schedule provides both sides of the coin,
allowing students to get a head start at preparing for the test,
while hindering students who seek last minute opportunities. Following the example of College Board, ACT will be
offering a Summer test July 14, 2018. As testing season approaches, be mindful of future testing dates as March’s SAT
soon greets students.
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Another Step Towards Equality
Sigrid Jahr (278)
Staff Writer

was addressed by the Player’s Association
and the Soccer Association,” (translation)
says the men’s captain, Stefan Johansen.
The agreement is an important recognition of the female players as
it gives them the respect they deserve. It
is also a significant step for the female
players and soccer as a sport because the
women will most likely receive more public attention in finally being recognized
as equal players. Uniform wages show
that soccer, a widespread, internationally
played sport, and the Soccer Association,
take all players seriously, sending a positive message to soccer players all over the
world.
Uniform compensation is
crucial for the development of soccer recruitment. “This is an investment in the
women’s national team that will hopefully give them an important boost that

New Leadership for Girls’ Basketball
Azure Lintulahti (277)
Staff Writer

PC: Azure Lintulahti (277)

There are many changes
this season for the girls basketball
team. Ashley Morris, the Lancers coach of the past five seasons,
is now coaching at Old Dominion
College in Virginia. Morris guided
the team to three Class 6A championships and was named the Public
League Gold Division Coach of
the Year in 2011-2012. As a consequence of the departure of Morris
and of three talented 276 graduates, few starters returned from last
year’s team, who ended the season
with a game against Northampton
in the first round of the 6A Girls’
Championship. However, the team
finds hope through this transition in
the form of a new coach, Elizabeth
Wesley, who was head coach of
Parkway High School’s basketball
team last season.

“It was quite poetic in timing the way I was transferred here and
a coaching spot was made available,”
said Wesley. “We have an experienced
starting squad, with athleticism, hunger
and hustle waiting on the bench. Overall, we’re a young team, in a rebuilding
stage.”
The team’s young age is
counteracted by it’s more experienced
leadership. Senior captains Emily Eiler
and Amber Dilks are excited to help the
team become the best they can be. The
new group of athletes includes a total of
six returning players from last year’s varsity team, three of whom are seniors. Seniors, Emily Eiler, Amber Dilks, and Cassandra Carey hope to end their careers at
Central on a high note.
“The team is primarily
sophomores this year,” says Amber Dilks
(277). “We know we have to put the work
in if we want to win, and we’ll have to
find our comfort zone with our new
coach.”

The girls are not apprehensive about their new leadership, but rather excited. “I think a fresh start is just
what we needed,” comments Dilks.
On December 13th, the
Lancers opened their season with a win
against Academy at Palumbo School.
Although the team started the game
off slow, they quickly rose to a lead at
halftime, and pulled off the victory. But
their victory seemed to be short lived, as
they lost three games in a row against
Audenreid High School, Bodine High
School, and Mastery North Pickett. But
the Lancers were not phased; they knew
it was only the beginning, and that they
had to continue to work harder every day
to earn their wins.
The Lancers hard work became evident in their first game of the
new year: a crushing win against Engineering and Science. The girls are about
half way through their season now, and
where most teams will begin to tire, the
lancers have continued to push and excel
at practice every day.
“We work hard and we don’t
quit,” noted Emily Eiler (277). “I have
full faith in our team dynamic both on
and off the court,” Eiler continues,
“We’ve got a group of really hard working girls; their commitment to growing
and becoming better is all we can ask
for.”

is much needed in a time where many
interesting things are happening internationally in women’s soccer,”
(translation) says union leader of the
Player’s Association, Joachim Walltin.
The Norwegian Soccer Association’s

stance on gender equality is an inspiration for other athletic teams nationally
and internationally. The only questions
remaining: why did this not happen earlier? Which country is next?

PC: AP

In December of 2017, Norway made their mark on the world by
becoming the first country to provide
equal pay for both male and female
soccer players. The Centralizer Sports
Department feels extremely fortunate to
provide an insider look at this historymaking event through this article written by staff writer and Norwegian exchange student, Sigrid Jahr (278).
On December 13th, the Norwegian soccer team’s male and female
captains signed a historic agreement. As
of 2018, Norwegian female soccer players will receive the same pay as male
soccer players. Historically, male and
female workers have not received equal
pay for equal work; that has been the

case with the Norwegian soccer teams
too. The women’s team has traditionally
been in the shadows of the men’s team,
getting less attention from the public and
less grants from the Soccer Association.
This fall, the Norwegian Soccer Association finally took initiative to create an
equal pay agreement, letting the women’s and men’s teams receive the same
amount of money. This means that each
team will each receive six million Norwegian kroner ($729,000) starting next
year. According to the Norway’s national broadcast (NRK), the female players’
have been receiving 3.1 million kroner
($370,000); thus this landmark negotiation nearly doubles women’s wages. The
male players have agreed to reduce their
pay in order to let the female players recieve more money. “It was not difficult
to give up some of the money, when this

Norwegian soccer players celebrate historic agreement

The Maker Movement
MaryElizabeth Greeley (278)
News Editor
“I want us all to think about
new and creative ways to engage young
people in science and engineering,
whether it’s science festivals, robotics competitions, fairs that encourage
young people to create and build and
invent -- to be makers of things, not
just consumers of things.” This quote,
stated by President Obama in his 2009
speech to the National Academy of Sciences, went on to spark a movement
around the U.S. pushing young people
to become “tinkerers, inventors, and entrepreneurs” aka. Makers.
The Maker Movement officially began in 2016 when President
Obama ran the White House’s very first
Maker Faire. The Faire was a chance
for Makers from around the U.S. to
showcase their work, and it sparked an
increase in the development of Makerspaces: places where people can come
together to learn how to create things of
their choice.
Makerspaces have sprouted
all over the U.S., especially in New
York City and Washington DC. Philadelphia also has a growing number of
Makerspaces, where one can take classes and learn skills ranging from working
with a 3D printer to woodworking. The
goal of the class is to learn a valuable

working skill which will allow one to
create something of their own making.
Instead of buying a cutting board, you
can create your own. Instead of buying
a chest of drawers, you can fashion one
yourself out of wood. The possibilities
are almost endless.
Philly’s hottest Makerspaces include NextFab, located on
2025 Washington Avenue or at 1227
N. 4th Street. NextFab offers a chance
to explore its wide range of machinery
and professional services and create
anything you can think of. NextFab is
a high-tech workshop and prototyping
center featuring a metal-shop outfitted with a water-jet, a CNC mill, and a
plasma cutter, as well as a woodshop,
multiple 3D printers and a laser cutter.
Located at 1901 S. 9th St., Hive76 labels themselves as a “Hackerspace”
where Makers can “tear things apart and
put them together in new ways.”
The main objective of these
Makerspaces is to allow people to learn
by doing. The feeling of accomplishment you have after completing a task
on your own, whether that be a tough
math problem or a biology poster, is
rewarding and promotes the growth of
experiential knowledge.
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THE
Lancer Records
(As of January 16, 2018)

Swim Team: 2-0

Boys’ Bowling: 20-0

Girls’ Basketball: 2-4

Girls’ Bowling: 17-3

Boys’ Basketball: 2-5

Wrestling: 5-0
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